Lily

"Lily" was one of three Clumbers in WA left behind when their breeder died after a long illness. Sadly, the dogs were very neglected. They were kept in crates and only went out twice daily, so their socialization declined a great deal and they all had significant health issues.

Lily is four and very active. She was fostered by a couple who had two other Clumbers and spent a good amount of time with her. She was apprehensive about many things, and could be loving and sweet one moment, then difficult, defensive, and territorial the next. Her solitary time really affected her making her needy for attention. She also desperately needed exercise to vent all her energy.

She was adopted by a family in CA who’d had multiple Clumbers before, so they were very experienced with the breed. They had two adult children, a terrier, and between work and school schedules, someone was always home.

Lily found everything she needed and more. For the first time in years, she’s totally healthy and feels great. She and the terrier immediately became inseparable and are like two dynamos in the house and yard. She has regular long walks and has started obedience training. She’s around other dogs and lots of people and her general anxiety has disappeared. The kids are crazy about her and she has all the attention and affection she can handle.

She is a devil and she and her terrier pal are always looking for a new adventure. Her former lonely existence is just a memory now replaced with a family who adore this charming, exuberant girl.